Journey in the land of the Dragons
An Initiatic journey to Bosnia and Herzegovina
For more pictures and information of the places we will visit see the website:
www.helia4you.com
We will do meditations and connection exercises on the places we will visit.
Dates for 2019
16-23.06.2019
Day One 16.06.
Arrival at Sarajevo Airport, transfer to the Hotel. –Wellcoming Dinner and night in
Sarajevo
17.06. Breakfast at the hotel -Visoko, the day will be devoted to the visit of the places
in Visoko, the Pyramid of the Moon and the tunnels of Ravne linked to the pyramids.
Lunch at the top of the pyramid of the Moon if weather permits. We will do a
workshop with connection exercises and to Cleanse the subconscious of the old
programs that we carry and that no longer serve us. -Dinner and night in Sarajevo
18.06. Breakfast at the hotel -Blagaj, departure in the morning for Blagaj at the
source of the river Buna and visit of the Tekke House or house of Knowledge for the
dervishes -Stolac, and visit the megalithic ruins of Daorson -Dinner in the Herceg
Etno village in Medjugorje where we will sleep.
19.06. Breakfast at the hotel -Time in the morning for a meditation then departure for
the waterfall of Kravice. -Kravice, we will take time to feel the spirits of nature and
especially of the element water. -Dinner in Jablanica, on the way back to Sarajevo, a
place known for its whole lamb specialty roasted on a spit. (Vegetarian menus also
available) -Night in Sarajevo
20.06. Breakfast at the hotel -Fojnica, visit of the Franciscan Monastery, its museum
and its chapel, a little Bosnian history and a chapel with very special energy. Prokosko, the lake at 1600 meters above sea level, a place where you can feel the
Sacred dimension and high energy level. No internet or electricity in the whole
village. Wonderful walks for those who want to walk and a workshop to make
alchemical herbal elixirs for those interested. -We will have lunch, dinner, in a
wooden chalet by the lake with the delicious local products cooked at home by a
neighbours. Night in the chalet
21.06. Breakfast in the chalet -Visoko, the Pyramid of the Sun and a new visit of the
tunnels of Ravne with meditation. Lunch in Visoko and then celebration of Summer
Solstice at the Pyramid of the Sun. Dinner and night in Zavidovici

22.06. Breakfast at the Chalet -Zavidovici and the mysterious Stone spheres of "the
Strange Forest". We can feel the powerful impact of these places on our vibratory
level and the dimensional portal behind the giant sphere. -Dinner and overnight in
Sarajevo.
23.06. Breakfast and departure, transfer to the airport. This program, especially the
walks in nature can be changed according to the weather. We will ask participants
their preferences for an alternative program in the event of circumstances preventing
us from completing the planned program.

